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;َا 8َ9ٌُم ۚ َوأََ"34وهُ ِ/َ-,َ+ً( ۚ  َوOَ,َءْت َ"KL,رَةٌ GَHَرَْ"Jُ#ا َوارَِدُ=GَH IَْْدFDَٰ َدDْ#َهُ ۖ Bَ,َل $َ, /ُْ@4َٰى =َٰ

َواJُQَRَْ$ ,Qَ/ِ IٌLِJ+َ ُKS#َن
And there came a company of travelers; then they sent their water drawer, and he 

let down his bucket. He said, "Good news! Here is a boy." And they concealed 
him, [taking him] as merchandise; and Allah was knowing of what they did.

12:19
The next scene is in the desert, dark and desolate. The words chosen by allah give a 
perfect description of the scene, literally bringing it in front of our eyes.
Yusuf was inspired by Allah to stay calm; he sat quietly in the well for a few days. Allah 
gave him this tranquility, His actions are beyond our imagination. 

َوOَ,َءْت َ"KL,رَة
and a caravan came

Details of the caravan are not given, because they are not important.
caravan : &%ّ#رة
Verb : (ُ%)* / َر#& : move smoothly
Yusuf is in the well, all alone. 
When Allah decrees something, He brings the means. This caravan was going to Egypt; 
Allah decreed that they become thirsty just when they were passing by that particular 
well. Nothing that happens in life is coincidental, every thing is planned and decreed by 
Allah.

 I=ُا َوارَِد#Jُ"ََْرGَH
Then they sent their water-drawer

straight away : ف
they sent : أر&/.ا
Verb : 1َ&َْأر : to send
their water drawer : َوارَِد34ُ



Verb : َورَِد : to repeat over and over
bringing water : *َ)ُِد ا9#ء
They stationed the caravan and straight away sent their water drawer, a man with only 
this job, to provide water to the caravan. 

GَHَْدFDَٰ َدDْ#َه 
Then he threw his bucket

straight away : ف
 cast : أْد;:
Verb : .َ;ََد : to cast
bucket : دْ;َ.
As soon as he cast his bucket into the well, Yusuf hung on to it. He was so light, that the 
man did not feel his weight when he pulled his bucket up. As soon as the man saw 
Yusuf, he shouted out of excitement and amazement. Half the beauty of the world was 
concentrated in Yusuf, so the man was rightly delighted, and could not contain his 
excitement. 

 Bَ,َل $َ, /ُْ@4َى 
He said glad tidings

glad tidings : ?ُْ<)ٰى
Verb : (َ>َّ? : to give glad tidings 
In the Arabic language, when two words have several letters in common, the meaning is 
also similar. In this way, 
facial skin : ?َْ<)ة
When someone is happy, it gives a glow to the face. 

;َا 8َ9ٌُم َٰ=
This is a boy

The water drawer could not believe his eyes.
In the meantime, the brothers went home, told their fabrication to their father, and then 
went back to keeps an eye on Yusuf. They were so anxious to get Yusuf out of their 
lives, they secretly watched the events unfold. 



When the found Yusuf, the brothers went to the man in charge of the caravan, and told 
him that Yusuf was an escaped servant. They offered to sell him, at any price. This 
really shows their wickedness. 

َوأََ"34وهُ ِ/َ-,َ+( 
And they concealed him, taking him as a commodity

The circumstances of Yusuf changed drastically, from being a beloved and favoured 
son, to a slave. 
Yusuf was so beautiful, the people of the caravan who had bought him, kept him hidden 
from others. 
This surah is a message for the oppressed. Problems in life must not infringe upon 
success. Success comes through difficulty. Use these difficulties to increase your 
determination to reach your goal, the pleasure of Allah and Paradise. When you look at 
history, all the successful people faced obstacles in life. 

َواJُQَRَْ$ ,Qَ/ِ IٌLِJ+َ ُKS#ن
And Allah is the All-Knower of what they do

The situation of Yusuf was the ultimate oppression. Allah knows everything, and is 
never unfair. The stories of the Quran make you understand your Creator through 
practically in life. 
Whenever you go through an unfair situation in life, Allah is the All-Knower, the All-
Aware. He knows your sadness and pain. Allah will never leave you, this is the best 
consolation. If you have Allah in your life, it is as if you have everything. 


Tَ$Uِ=ِاKVDا TَWِ XِLHِ ا#ُY,Zََوَدٍة وUُRْWَ Iَ=َِدرَا \ٍ]َْ/ TٍQََ^/ِ َُوَ_4َْوه

And they sold him for a reduced price - a few dirhams - and they were, 
concerning him, of those content with little

12:20
The brothers sold Yusuf for a few coins.....

\]َْ/ TٍQََ^/ِ َُوَ_4َْوه
They bought him for a low price

A : they bought him)وه
Verb : ى(A : to buy
BCD? : with a price



EF? : very low, underestimated
َدرَاِ=UُRْWَ Iَوَدة 

A few coins
 درplural of 34 : درا34
GHI : countedودة

Tَ$Uِ=ِاKVDا TَWِ XِLHِ ا#ُY,Zََو
And they were content with little

J#K : they were.ا
L%M : in him 
B*G4زا : uninterested, indifferent, those who abandon
Gَ4ََز : to abandon
The brothers were not interested in making money by selling Yusuf at a high price, all 
they were interested in was to get him out of their lives.
Yusuf was now sold in slavery, hidden in the caravan, far from his beloved father. The 
brothers were now relaxed, Yusuf was gone from their lives, forever......


َ̀ ِDَٰ;Zََا ۚ وUًDََهُ َو;]ِKaَY أَْو ,َbRََcbَ$ أَن ٰFdَ+َ َُاه#ْ^Wَ eWِِ4Zَْأ Xِfَِ4َأWْgِ 4َhْiW TWِ ُ4ََاهa_ْي ا;ِKDَل ا,Bََو 
4ََ^Zَْأ KTkَِٰD4ِِه َوWَْأ ٰFJَ+َ lٌِD,9َ ُKSَوا ۚ mِ$ِد,nَ َْoا pِ$ِْوGَf TWِ XُQَiJRَُbِDرِْض َو َْoا eHِ !َ"ُ#ُLِD ,KbKkWَ 

اKbD,ِس QُJَRَْ$ gَ#َن
And the one from Egypt who bought him said to his wife, "Make his residence 

comfortable. Perhaps he will benefit us, or we will adopt him as a son." And thus, 
We established Joseph in the land that We might teach him the interpretation of 
events. And Allah is predominant over His affair, but most of the people do not 

know.
12:21

The caravan went to Egypt, to a market place where slaves for sale were displayed. 
The Minister of Egypt, (OI P*PQ, was there, and he bought Yusuf. 
The minister, whose title was Aziz, was a believer, rich, and married. He did not have 
any children, because he suffered from a deficiency; he did not have the normal desires 
of men for women. His wife was young and beautiful.



4َhْiW TWِ ُ4ََاهa_ْي ا;ِKDَل ا,Bََو
The one in Egypt who bought Yusuf said

Xِfَِ4َأWْgِ
To his wife

The Arabic language is rich and complex. The wife who bears children is called RSزو, 
and the one who cannot is called أة(Iإ. The Aziz did not have. A married relation with his 
wife, she was only there to save his face. 

أWَ eWِِ4Zَْ^ْ#َاهُ
Make his living place comfortable 

UI(Kأ : honour him
Verb : ََم(Kْأ : to give respect
DI : his dwelling place.اهُ
This shows Allah ر#ّWX;ا, the All Mighty, the Omnipotent. He covers a defect in your life 
by giving something else. There is always light at the end of the tunnel. The Aziz wanted 
to give Yusuf a respectful position in his household. 
He had two reasons for this : 

,َbRََcbَ$ أَن ٰFdَ+َ
Maybe he will benefit us

أَْو KaَYِ[;َهُ َوUًDَا
Or we might take him as a son

The Aziz reasoned that Yusuf might benefit them in some way, he had unusual beauty; 
or they might adopt him. He wanted his wife to take care of the boy, so he presented 
different scenarios to convince her. 
They did not adopt Yusuf after all, he became an honoured slave in the household of 
the Aziz. Imagine the mistress of the household told to take care of a slave.
The circumstances of Yusuf's life changed again, he was now an honoured slave in the 
household of the Aziz, in Egypt.



رِْض َْoا eHِ !"ُ#ُLِD ,KbKkWَ َ̀ ِDَٰ;Zََو 
And thus we established Yusuf in the land

Yَِ;ٰZK : in this way
#ّ[\ّI : established
Verb : Bَ]\Iَ : establish, make firm
The family of Ya'qub were bedouins, living in the desert; this incident was the beginning 
of the establishment of Yusuf in Egypt. The title of Ya'qub was Israeel, he had 12 sons. 
There were 12 tribes of 1%^إ&)ا U[?, the sons of Israeel, in other words, the Jews. They 
all settled in Egypt because of Yusuf. 
Everything that happens is decreed by Allah, nothing is a coincidence, and everything is 
based on the perfect wisdom of Allah. Even those things that seem bad to you actually 
have good hidden in them. You have to go through trials to achieve success. The key to 
success is reliance on Allah, and trust in Him. Without Allah, even an easy life is difficult. 
Whatever your circumstances, remember there is good in them for you. If you are 
patient during a difficult decree, it is a worship. 

m$ِد,nَ َْoا pِ$ِْوGَf TWِ XُQَiJRَُbِDَو
That We may teach him the interpretation of events

interpretation : `_و*1
Verb : أو[َل : to interpret
b*د#cأ : narration
Gcَ : to narrate[َث
Allah taught Yusuf مe);ا L%/Q interpretation of dreams which were clear and complete, 
which ahve symbols. this gift was bestowed upon Ya'qub and the Prophet Mohammad 
 .g too/: اL%/Q f و &/3
Yusuf مe);ا L%/Q was also given the gift of interpreting conversations of people, and to 
deal with them in the light of this knowledge. During this time of ease in the household 
of the Aziz of Egypt, Yusuf acquired knowledge from Allah. 
This was the beginning of his training to achieve a high status, as the keeper of the 
treasury of Egypt. 

 َواFJَ+َ lٌِD,9َ ُKSٰ أ4Wَِْه 
And Allah is Predominant upon His affairs



h;#i : prevailing
Verb : hَ/َiَ : overpower, prevail
Allah overturned the plot of the brothers. No one can overpower the command of Allah. 

َوKTkَِٰD أZَْ^4ََ اKbD,ِس QُJَRَْ$ gَ#ن
But most people do not realize it

People are busy acquiring the worldly knowledge, and don't learn about Allah. Humans 
are insignificant compared to the universe, the lofty mountains, the sun which prostrates 
to Allah. This tiny creation complains and rejects the decree of Allah, and Allah still deals 
with us with forbearance.  




